Reign In Us

Intro: Bm, A, D (piano)

Verse 1:
Bm  A  D
Why are we holding on to nothing?
Bm  G  D
Why do we reach for empty air?
Bm  G  D
The strength to clench our fists is fleeting
  G  A  Bm
Its time to let go again
  G  A  D
Its time to let go again

Chorus
G  D
Reign in us, reign in us
  A  D
Take our pride, reign in us
  G  Bm
Reign in us, reign in us
  G  A  D
Take what's inside and reign in us  (2nd time move to… [piano] G, D, G, D)

Instrumental: G(3 beats), A, Bm(3 beats), A/C#, D(4 beats), A(4 beats)
- Repeats (Walk up) *from the start of piano until the end, this progression is played 8 times total.

Verse 2:
Why do we cling to things around us?
We know that they don’t satisfy
We know this world cannot fulfill us
Oh, Jesus we are yours
Oh, Jesus we are yours